


Fall Season Topics
Week Session Topic
1 & 2 Dribbling
3 & 4 Defending 1v1/2v2
5 & 6 Attacking 1v1/2v1
7 & 8 Attacking Play
9 Attacking Play & Shooting
10 Shooting





Organisation
Players, work in pairs. Place one ball on a cone and the defender starts with the other ball. Player1 stand behind player 2 with the ball and passes it through their legs; Players race to the ball. Player who gets to the ball first then tries to knock the other ball off the cone with the ball they have. Player without the ball tires to win possession and hit the ball.

Progressions
Play 2v2 with the targets 15 10 yards apart

Coaching Points
Keep ball close to feet
Change speed to beat defender
Twist and turn to unbalance defender

Organisation
Set out a 14x14 yard area with a goal in each corner. Split players into two teams, one on 
each side of the area between goals. Coach passes a ball into play and the first player in 
each team plays 1v1 to goal. Player scores by dribbling through a goal.

Progressions
Play 2v2

Coaching Points
Attack at speed
Keep ball close and under control
Use move to beat defender
Accelerate after move



Organisation
Play 3v3 in a small space. 20x20 yard area. Each end place 3 cones/balls/balls on cones 
as targets. Team get a pint for hitting one of the opposing teams target.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Attack at speed
Keep ball close and under control
Use move to beat defender
Or
Pass to team mate in space
Accelerate after move

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Highlight key points from the session





Organisation
Players work in pairs. Each pair has one 3x3 yard box. Players leave the ball inside the 
box and stand on opposite corners. 1 player is the tagger and one player is the runner. 
Players can not go into the box and. Tagger tries to catch the runner by tagging them on 
the back. Tagger has 30 seconds to catch them

Progressions
Play same game but this time players must dribble the ball

Coaching Points
Little touches on the ball to keep it close
Use different parts of the foot to change 
direction.
Head up to see other player

Organisation
Players now have a ball each and dribble around the area and through as many of the 
boxes from the previous game as possible.

Coaching Points
Keep ball close
Head up to see space
Dribble at speed into space

Progressions
Players dribble into the box and turn left
Players dribble into the box and turn right
Players dribble into the box and turn and 
dribble out

Players perform 5 toe taps in each box
Players perform 5 foundations in each box
Have one player be a defender who tries 
to tag any player. Players are safe inside a 
box but cant be in a box for more than 5 
seconds.



Organisation
Set out a 15x20 yard area with a box in each corner. 2 colors at one end 2 at the other. 
Split players into two teams, each starting between a set of boxes. Coach passes ball into 
area and players go 1v1 to try and stop the ball in wither box opposite their start point.

Progressions
Play 2 1v1 games at the same time.

Coaching Points
Use body to protect ball
Move ball using various part of feet
Move ball quickly to try and unbalance 
defender
Exploit space at speed

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Cover key points from the session





Organisation
Split players into 4 groups. Groups 1 & 2 (top & bottom) pass the ball back and forth 
joining the opposite line each time. Groups 3 & 4 (left & right) dribble the ball back and 
forth joining other line each time.

Progressions
Add another 2 groups next too group 1 & 2 who pass the ball back and forth in two 
touches

Coaching Points
Passing
Use inside of foot to pass the ball
Move off middle cone to receive ball
Take first touch towards next passing 
target

Dribbling
Use a different part of the foot with every 
touch
Foundations
Toe Taps
Inside/outside

Organisation
The first player from each line dribbles towards the middle cone. Both players move to the 
right as they approach the cone and join the opposite line. As they move past the cone 
the next 2 lines do the same.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Keep ball close
Perform move a good distance from the 
cone
Accelerate after the move.



Organisation
Now take the central cone away. 1 player dribbles into the area. Person opposite moves 
in as defender and play 1v1. Players try and dribble through coned goal of opposite team.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Get the the ball quickly
Angle run to force attacker one way
Slow feet on approach
Be on the half turn (surfer pose)
Aggressive to win the ball

Organisation
2v2 games. Team without the ball must have one player drop back and become GK 
leaving 2v1 on the field

Progressions

Coaching Points
Get the the ball quickly
Angle run to force attacker one way
Slow feet on approach
Be on the half turn (surfer pose)
Aggressive to win the ball





Organisation
Play in a 15x15 space. Make larger or smaller to decrease or increase difficulty. Each 
player has a ball. 2 players work as a pair and try and kick every ball outside the area. 
Each pair has a go at being the defenders. Pair who can clear the box of all the balls in 
the quickest time wins.

Progressions
All players now work in pairs with one ball between them. The defending pair again try 
and clear all the balls out. Attacking players can now pass the ball to their partner if 
under pressure from the defenders.

Coaching Points
Defenders work as a pair to defend 1 ball 
at a time
Force attacker into a corner or towards 
their defensive partner

Organisation
Create two channels with a goal at each end. Each channel 15 yards long and 12 yards 
wide. Inside each channel have 2 defenders. One attacker enters the area and tries to 
beat both defenders and score. Defenders try and steal the ball and dribble back to the 
start line. Attacker moves onto the next channel once go is done.

Progressions

Coaching Points
First defender moves towards attacker and 
pressures the ball
Second defender covers behind first 
defender.
First defender tries to force attacker out of 
bounds/towards second defender/or tries 
to win the ball.



Organisation
20x20 yard area. Red team attack and shot for goal, once the shot is take they become 
the new defending team. The next two white players enter the area and attack the red 
goal. The team taking the shot at goal become the new defending team if the shot goes in 
or wide of the goal. Waiting teams must have a ball ready to enter the game

Progressions
3v3 with same rule, one player drops back as GK. 

Coaching Points
First defender moves towards attacker and 
pressures the ball
Second defender covers behind first 
defender.
First defender tries to force attacker out of 
bounds/towards second defender/or tries 
to win the ball.

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Cover key points from the session





Organisation
Set out two 12x20 yard long channels with cones to create a halfway line in each 
channel. One defender stands between the cones and can only move side to side along 
the line between the cones. One at a time players run through the channel and try and 
get by the tagger. If they are tagged they replace the tagger. If they get by they gain a 
point. Once through one channel they move onto the next channel.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Small steps as approach defender
Body movements to fake defender
Accelerate past defender

Organisation
Same as previous except each player now has a ball and tries to dribble by the defender. 
Defenders can only move side to side to try and win the ball.

Progressions
Add GK’s

Coaching Points
Attack at speed and change direction
Smaller touches, change direction quickly.
Use body movements to unbalance 
defender.



Organisation
Teams start at opposite ends between the goals. Have GKs in the goals the attacking 
team are trying to score in. Defending team pass the ball cross and move in to try and 
stop attacker getting a shot on goal. Defenders attack counter goals if they win the ball.

Progressions
Play 2v2

Coaching Points
Attack at speed
Change speed or direction to beat 
defenders

Organisation
2v2 games. Team without the ball must have one player drop back and become GK 
leaving 2v1 on the field

Progressions
Have teams switch fields to play other teams

Coaching Points
Creativity on the ball
Play without fear. Try moves
Quick sprint back to box when point is 
gained





Organisation
Players work in pairs. Red start with the ball on the half way line. They attack one side 
against one defender. If they score they get the ball and attack the opposite end. If 
defender wins the ball they try and pas to their team mate in the other half to score. Reds 
then become defenders, one in each half.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Attack at speed
Beat defender 1v1
Pass or dribble

Organisation
2v2 games. Team without the ball must have one player drop back and become GK 
leaving 2v1 on the field

Progressions

Coaching Points
Force attacker into pressure or to the side 
line
Force mistake or bad touch from attacker
Poke ball away
Block tackle to win ball.



Organisation
Players work in pairs. Have one pair work in each zone with one defender in each box 
and GKs in the box with the goal. Attacking players try and break through the two boxes 
to get a shot on goal and then move onto next channel.

Progressions
Switch defending pairs

Coaching Points
Attack at speed
Beat defender 1v1
Pass or dribble?

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Cover key points from the session





Organisation
Cones placed in diamond formation, with 1 on each cone, and spare players at the 
starting cone. Replicate if you have more than 6 players to increase repetitions. Players 
pass the ball around the outside of the diamond, aim to keep it outside. Follow your pass 
to next cone. 

Progressions
Play a give and go at each cone. 

Coaching Points
ABCs – Awareness, Body Shape, Control
Pass firmly with inside of the foot. 
Receiving player should check off the 
cone to create space and give the passer 
a bigger target. 

Receive with open body so you are facing 
where you want to pass. 
Head up, check the next player is ready 
before playing your pass. 

Organisation
Teams play 3v3, but defending team has one player drop out to rest and one drop into gk
to create 3v1 + GK. Reds do the same if they lose possession. Continuous game. 

Progressions
Same set up in other grids, play a tournament!

Coaching Points
Support the player with the ball. 
Angles of support – player needs to have 
a lane to pass to you. 
ABCs. 
Quick transition between attack/defence. 



Organisation
3v3, each team attacks 2 goals. Team without possession has a goalkeeper who must 
drop in to the goal zone. Teams try and pass the ball quickly to attack the open goal. GK 
can run from goal to goal.

Progressions
See next exercise

Coaching Points
Support the player with the ball, ahead 
and behind when needed. 
ABC’s (Awareness, Body shape, Control)
Angles of support. 
Look to switch the point of attack to attack 
the open goal. 

Organisation
4 goals, each team attacks 2 goals. 

Progressions
Full scrimmage

Coaching Points
Support the player with the ball, ahead 
and behind when needed. 
ABCs
Angles of support. 
Look to switch the point of attack to attack 
the open goal. 





Organisation
Create 2 channels. Places cones to mark the centre of the channel and have a defender 
stand between them. The defender can only move left or right along that line. Each player 
has a ball and dribbles down the channel trying to get past the defender. Once at the end 
of the channel they move to the next channel

Progressions
Add one defender in the space between the start line and the defending line to increase 
pressure.

Coaching Points
Dribble at speed into space
Change direction quickly to beat defender
Use 1v1 move to unbalance defender

Organisation
Split players into two teams. Coach calls out a number and throws a ball into the area. If 
coach calls 2, 2 players from each team enter the area and try and score in the opposition 
goal.

Progressions
Coach calls out two numbers. First number is for red team. Second number is for white 
team. This creates overloads and different attacking and defensive situations.

Coaching Points
Dribble at speed into space
Change direction quickly to beat defender
Use 1v1 move to unbalance defender
Pass to team mate is dribble is not an 
option.



Organisation
Ball starts with middle red player who passes the ball wide. The ball is set straight back 
and play begins. 2 white defenders enter the area and play 3v2. If white team win the ball 
they pass to any waiting red player for a point.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Dribble at speed into space
Change direction quickly to beat defender
Use 1v1 move to unbalance defender
Combine with team mate to create 
shooting opportunity

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Cover key points from the session





Organisation
Split players into two teams. Number each player 1-6 (depending on number of players 
on team) Each team has one ball and must pass the ball in number order by throwing it to 
their team mate.

Progressions
Reverse number order

Coaching Points
Friendly throw so ball is easy to catch
Move into position so your team mate can 
easily throw you the ball

Organisation
Teams now must use their feet to pass the ball. Divide the box into 4. Players now must 
move into a different box once they have played a pass.

Progressions
Can’t be in the same box as the person you are passing too.

Coaching Points
Move into position to receive from the next 
person in sequence.
Inside of the foot to pass the ball
Nice friendly pass to allow team mate to 
control ball.



Organisation
4v4 game with each team attacking 2 goals and defending 2 goals. Teams are 
encouraged to pass the ball and attack the open goal.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Move into position to receive from team 
mate.
Inside of the foot to pass the ball
Nice friendly pass to allow team mate to 
control ball.

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Cover key points from the session





Organisation
Split players into two teams. First player from each team dribbles towards goal opposite. 
Players cant shoot until they pass the cone on their half. Player whos ball goes in the goal 
first gets point for their team.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Big touch out of feet towards goal
Positive touches to goal
Last touch to set for shot – small angle

Organisation
Red player dribbles and shoots for goal. Player must dribble past cone before shooting. 
Position cone so that its very difficult for player shooting to recover and chase next player. 
Once red player has shot white player dribbles towards goal opposite. Red player chases 
and tries to block shot. Once white player shoots red player goes for goal and white 
player who just shot now chases. Rotation continues

Progressions

Coaching Points
Big touch out of feet towards goal
Positive touches to goal
Last touch to set for shot – small angle
Transition to defence



Organisation
Split players into two teams. First red player dribbles towards the goal and shoots. As 
soon as the shot is taken the first player on the white team attacks the other goal going 
1v1 against the red player. If red player shoots a new white player enters the game. If the 
white player shoots a new red player enters the game. Its always a 1v1 game. Player who 
allowed the shot leaves the game.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Good first touch pass defender
Quick shot on goal?
Moves to unbalance defender

Organisation
Play 7v7. Both teams play 1-2-1-2-1.

Progressions

Coaching Points
Cover key points from the session


